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noreply@civicplus.com
nstreega@placer.ca.gov; Board Clerk
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Redistricting Comments
Date

12/9/2021

Commenting on:

Redistricting Map Alternatives

Name

Michelle C Ross

Address

2148 RANCH VIEW DR

City

ROCKLIN

State

CA

Zip Code

95765

Email

michellecourier@yahoo.com

I currently live in
Supervisor District #

2 - Weygandt

Map to Find My
Supervisor District

Find My Supervisor District

Please visit our Get Map Files page to view all draft map
alternatives, including the public generated maps.
A few days ago when I looked at the proposed redistricting map,
I was disappointed to see my small area of Rocklin (Whitney
Ranch/Ranch View), still showing up in District 2. Today I woke
up to the pleasant news that after listening to the community, the
Hybrid 2.0, Option 1 was tentatively approved that puts citizens
of each city together in the same district.

Comment:

Thank you for listening to your community members!
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Carri Anderson
Megan Wood
[EXTERNAL] Redistricting
Thursday, December 9, 2021 9:16:06 AM

Dear County Clerk:
I am a resident of Loomis. I ask that the Board of Supervisors throw out Map A and keep cities and rural
communities together. Please listen to the residents instead of the politicians. Thank you.
Thank you,
Carri Anderson
9281 Tanglewood way
Loomis, Ca 95650
Sent from my iPhone
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To:
Cc:
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Lynette Faris Duenas
Megan Wood
Lynette Faris Duenas
[EXTERNAL] Loomis Redistricting
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 6:42:06 PM

Dear County Clerk:
I am a resident of Loomis. I ask that the Board of Supervisors throw out Map A and keep cities and rural
communities together.
Thank you,
Lynette & Dan Duenas
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Alina
Megan Wood; Beverly Roberts
Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gore; Suzanne Jones; Jim Holmes
[EXTERNAL] Redistricting
Tuesday, December 7, 2021 6:49:05 PM

“Please don’t lump Loomis Basin with the City of Rocklin on new district maps. Keep Loomis Basin-Granite Bay
intact in one district.”
Dear Placer County Supervisors,
I’m writing to ask you to please reconsider approving Alternative A, or the newly proposed alternative, and select a
map that reflects what the citizens actually want and the true associations between neighborhoods.
Namely, do not lump Loomis and its informal sphere of influence in the surrounding unincorporated areas with the
City of Rocklin. This would completely disenfranchise those of us that would be in this district who live outside
Rocklin. The citizens of Rocklin would end up speaking for residents in the Loomis Basin because of the huge
population disparity between the two, and the interests and desires of the residents in the two areas are extremely
different. Rocklin has grown in size and identity so much that they should now be their own district.
There are clear neighborhood distinctions in these areas that all of us who actually live here feel keenly. The
Loomis/GB area includes Loomis, Penryn, Newcastle, parts of Ophir, and South Loomis/Granite Bay east of Sierra
College Blvd. and along Auburn-Folsom Road. Voters in the Loomis Basin (the Town, and unincorporated areas)
relate with and associate with the residents of the semi-rural Granite Bay area much more and should be lumped
with them. Map B2-P1C hybrid most accurately reflects the actual neighborhoods and interests, while also meeting
all of the redistricting requirements.
Selecting Alternative A or the newly proposed alternative, neither of which incorporate the public input provided in
the public maps, gives the impression that the BOS doesn’t care about and hasn’t considered all of the insight that
the public provided through this process. Please reconsider and don't split up and divide our neighborhoods
inappropriately.
Thank you,
R&A Miller
Loomis, Ca.
Sent from my phone

